
 

Saturday, March 11, 3:20-4:35pm 

Room 327, Summit Building,  

Seattle Convention Center, Level 3, S209. 
 

Event Title: Impossible Balance: Re-Examining the  

Narrative about Writing and Parenting 
 

This panel will explore the extraordinary challenges mothers and fathers 

face as writers. Authors will discuss lessons learned from parenting small 

children, including during the COVID-19 pandemic, and rethink outdated 

ideas about what constitutes a successful writing practice. Participants will 

weigh in on ways we can promote more empathetic and realistic dialogues 

about how to be engaged parents and still publish, promote, and care about 

the issues and ideas that inform our writing. 

 

Panel Introductions 
 

John Messick is a writer, teacher, husband, and father of a three-year-old 

and a one-year-old. His first book, Compass Lines: Journeys Toward 

Home is published by Porphyry Press, and will be released this week at 

AWP. The book was accepted for publication shortly before the birth of his 

daughter. He’s interested in understanding how to balance the demands of 

publishing and writing with the demands of parenting. He wants to know 

why nobody really tells parents how hard it actually is to do right by your 

kids, care for your own mental health, and still hold down a job.  

 

Rashaan Alexis Meneses’ fiction and non-fiction are featured in LitHub, 

Kartika Review, Puerto Del Sol, New Letters, BorderSenses, and the 

anthology Growing Up Filipino II: More Stories for Young Adults. An 

Adjunct Associate Professor at Saint Mary’s College in California, in a 

former life she had the privilege of immersing herself in month-long 

residencies at MacDowell and Hawthornden, UK. A Chicana-Filipina, 

medically, she was labeled as “elderly primigravida”, which has since 

colored her approach to motherhood and parenthood. Riffing off ideas from 
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Gloria Anzaldúa’s idea on the mestiza consciousness and Virginia Woolf’s 

“splinters of selves”, she’s exploring how being a mixed race mother of a 

mixed race child has only complicated the constant straddle of embodying a 

multiplicity of identities. 

 

Ukamaka Olisakwe’s books include Ogadinma (2020), and Don’t 

Answer When They Call Your Name (2023). She is currently writing a TV 

series, Agoodjie, for Canal+ / StudioCanal. And she has written essays 

about her experiences with marriage, pregnancy, and motherhood.  She is 

interested in what she calls postpartum interiorities, which includes all 

narratives about pregnancy, motherhood, postpartum depression and 

complications, postpartum bodies, postpartum sex; how pregnancy splits 

the life of a parent and how they see the world after having children. 

 

Sean Prentiss published three books (Finding Abbey, which won the 

National Outdoor Book Award, a textbook on environmental writing, and a 

creative nonfiction anthology) before becoming a parent. During the first 

three years of his daughter’s life, he published three more books (Crosscut, 

a memoir-in-poems about his life as a trail builder, which he did with our 

moderator, John Messick, a textbook on creative nonfiction, and an 

anthology). He has almost no recollection of writing any of the books after 

his daughter was born. He is working to balance ice skating with his 

daughter while working on another book of poetry. He is interested in 

talking about the ethics of writing about our children and how to balance 

family life with a writing life.  

 

Keema Waterfield- My memoir, Inside Passage, is a nomadic childhood 

memoir set along the wild coast of Southeast Alaska. I’ve written for The 

New York Times, WIRED, Brevity, Scary Mommy, INSIDER, and others. I 

live and write on Séliš and Qlispé land. I’m interested in dispelling the myth 

of the parent writer and offering some clear-eyed perspective to other 

writer parents who are either in the trenches, or wondering what it will look 

like for them once they arrive.  

 

 



Shared Discussion Questions:  
 

1. What are the responsibilities we have to ourselves in managing the 

wildly different needs of being a parent, publishing books, and 

teaching students or doing other work? How do we find time to write 

without guilt?  Where can we find support from colleagues and family 

to exist in the unique headspace required for creative writing and 

then exit that headspace to play Legos for two hours? (John, Keema, 

Sean) 

 

2. Where do we draw the line–the boundaries between being a writer 

and being a parent? As a parent whose son is on the spectrum, I 

would like to know how we write about ourselves, our experiences as 

parents with special children, our children’s lives, if we draw 

boundaries when it comes to stories we tell about our children, if we 

need their permission to include them in our stories, what this means 

to them and to us. Are we doing too much or too little? Are we 

commercializing such personal stories, milking them for content? 

When do we stop? And do we need to stop? Are our children’s stories 

ours too? Are certain truths better left alone? (Uka, John, Keema, 

Sean–though my child is not on the spectrum but all else fits) 

 

3. As a parent, what are the different writing shifts that occur as we 

move from pregnancy to having a newborn to preschool to school? 

How do our writing lives change as our children age and as we age? 

How do we chart and be present in our own growth both in relation to 

our children and as individuals mindful of our own development (or 

regressions)? (Rashaan, Sean, Uka, Keema) 

 

4. How do we balance all of ourselves at any one time as a parent? In 

addition to parenting, some of us raising children with special needs, 

we are also spouses, sons and daughters of aging parents, siblings, 

academics, professionals, and multiracial, juggling many roles that 

often conflict and contradict, so how do we recognize, reflect upon, 



and honor the many facets that make us who?  (Rashaan, Sean, Uka, 

Keema, John) 

 

5. Has being a writer changed what we write in terms of content, genre, 

and/or style? How has the process and approach changed? (Sean, 

John) 

 

6. For many of us on this panel, being a writer and parent often made us 

feel lonely. This loneliness comes from both what we missed of our 

children’s lives because of our writing life and what we missed from 

our writing lives because of being a parent. Can you talk about that 

loneliness and how you have navigated it? (Rashaan, Sean, Keema) 

 

7. Publishing is a question of availability. How do the demands of 

branding and maintaining a social media platform add to the 

pressures? How does the concept of availability impact your 

desire/ability to get your work into the world? Or, your desire to ever 

publish again? (Uka, John, Keema, Sean) 

 

8. How does your ability to write, edit, and publish change from being 

without children to having children? How does your writing life 

change once you have a child? How do we promote our work with 

authenticity? (Sean, John, Keema) 

 

9. For many of us, writing is not just a job but also a way toward 

wellbeing. It helps us be healthier. How does being a parent affect 

that ability to write toward being a healthier human? What tools exist 

to do the good work of writing and parenting while caring for our own 

mental and physical health? (Uka, Keema, John, Sean, Rashaan) 

 

10. We all experienced the pandemic years in unique ways, but can 

you speak to what it looked like for you as a parent writer? How did it 

affect your productivity, publication experience, writer/parent 

balance, or subject matter? (Uka, Keema, Sean, Rashaan) 

 



Final question (call to action): What are 2-3 actionable suggestions you 

would offer parent writers? (Keema- write companion articles around your 

subject matter, take a pitch writing workshop to improve your chance of 

placing them, lower your expectations around what you can do to market 

yourself) 
 

Reading List & Resources for Parent/Writers 
 

Uka: 

Rache Cusk’s A Life’s Work 

Elena Ferrante’s The Lost Daughter  

Buchi Emecheta’s The Joys of Motherhood  

Ayobami Adebayo’s Stay With Me   

 

John: 

Louise Erdrich- The Blue Jay’s Dance 

Chris Dombrowski- The River you Touch 

Julia Cameron- The Artist’s Way 

 

Rashaan:  

Jo Baker- The Telling 

Adrienne Celt- The Daughters 

J. Lanham Drew, The Home Place: Memoirs of a Colored Man’s Love 

Affair with Nature 

Camille T. Dungy, Guidebook to Relative Strangers: Journeys into Race, 

Motherhood, and History  

Louise Erdrich- The Sentence 

Shadow Tag 

Love Medicine 

La Rose 

Dorieann Ni Ghriofa- A Ghost in the Throat 

Sarah Hall- The Wolf Border 

Robin Wall Kimmer- Braiding Sweetgrass 

Raina León, black god mother this body  

Maggie O’Farrell- Hamnet 



Shanthi Sekaran- Lucky Boy 

 

Keema: 

Courtney Zoffness- Spilt Milk  

Diana Kupershmit- Emma’s Laugh 

Jennifer Berney- The Other Mothers 

Danielle Simone Brand- Weed Mom 

 

Sean Prentiss: 

Mary Clearman Blew- Writing Her Own Life,  

All But the Waltz,  

This Is Not the Ivy League 

Kim Barnes- In the Wilderness 

Joe Wilkins- The Mountain and the Fathers 

Steve Coughlin- Another City  

Deep Cuts 

Jessica Hendry Nelson- If Only You People Could Follow Directions 

Joy Passanante- Through a Long Absence 


